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Whereto answering, the sea,
Delaying not, hurrying not,
Whisper’d me through the night, and very plainly before
??day-break,
Lisp’d to me the low and delicious word death,
And again death, death, death, death,
Hissing melodious, neither like the bird nor like my arous’d
??child’s heart,
But edging near as privately for me rustling at my feet,
Creeping thence steadily up to my ears and laving me softly
??all over,
Death, death, death, death, death.?165?173, underline mine?
????????????????????“The word final, superior to all”
?161????????????????????? “death”??????















?“aus ihm tönend, /in mich dringet, / auf sich schwinget, /hold erhallend / um 
mich klinget?”?????????“Out of the Cradle”?????????
















All else continuing, the stars shining,
The winds blowing, the notes of the bird continuous echoing,
With angry moans the fierce old mother incessantly moaning,?130?133?
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The colloquy there, the trio, each uttering,
The undertone, the savage old mother incessantly crying,
To the boy’s soul’s questions sullenly timing, some drown’d
??secret hissing,
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?“Now in a moment I know what I am for, I awake”?147??????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????“And already a thousand singers, 
a thousand songs, clearer, louder and more sorrowful than yours, / A thousand 





????????????????????“In dem wogenden Schwall, / in 
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dem tönenden Schall, / in des Welt-Atems / wehendem All?/ ertrinken, / ver-
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“Death Carol”??????????
Approach strong deliveress,
When it is so, when thou hast taken them I joyously sing
??the dead,
Lost in the loving floating ocean of thee,




“Death Carol”????????“bliss O death,” “joy to thee O death”???








? “Death Carol”??????? “Come lovely and soothing death”????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????“joy,” “praise,” “bliss,” “lovely,” “gratefully,” 
“glorify”????????????????“sweet love”????“the sure­
enwinding arms of cool­enfolding death”????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
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“thy bliss O death”:
Eros and Thanatos in Whitman and Wagner
MORIYAMA, Keiko?
?“But for the opera I could never have written Leaves of Grass,” Walt Whitman 
in his later years remarked to a close friend. It is well known that Whitman was an 
opera-goer and loved Italian opera especially and that operatic elements exist in 
Leaves of Grass. The powerful influence of operatic music awakened him to his 
poet’s “destiny,” as expressed in “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking”?1860?, 
which is a rapturous lyric in which death is comprehended as the climax of “love.” 
“Out of the Cradle,” though it employs the structure of Italian opera, evokes the 
music of Richard Wagner, especially, Tristan und Isolde?1859?. The aim of my 
paper is to demonstrate the similarities between Whitman and Wagner, and clarify 
the meaning of the joyful death represented in their works.
?Whitman and Wagner were contemporaries: a poet and a composer - cum-poet, 
who sought a new form of art which would transcend traditional forms. The theme 
of “love and death” is common in both and the setting for the work which features 
this theme is the sea. Imagery of waves and water play an important part in 
evoking the sensuality and feeling of joy that derives from the affirmation of 
death.
?The voluptuousness in “Out of the Cradle,” is close to the love and death motif 
in Tristan und lsolde, especially in the prelude, which grows and melts restlessly 
like a rushing wave, and in Isolde’s final aria. The heavy use of present participles 
- the “- ing form” - contributes to the construction of a harmonious world with 
various sounds and voices developing simultaneously. All of the sounds and 
voices blend and evoke an infinite melody, in the words of Wagner, “unendliche 
Melodie.” The melody produces an ecstatic moment in the poet’s sensation, which 
is similar to Isolde’s aria in the last scene of Tristan und Isolde. This scene stirs up 
sensuality by using voices and symphonic elements entwining and ascending 
together. “Out of the Cradle,” with the word “death” whispered by the sea as well 
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as the horizontal movement of the sound of waves, resulting in vertical movements 
as if the waves are rising up in the body, strengthens the sexual impression by 
stimulating the tactile sense of the readers.
?What is the joyful death proposed by Whitman and Wagner? The ecstasy felt by 
being engulfed with the word “death” whispered by the sea in the “Out of the 
Cradle” is very close to the feeling where “sweet breath” of Tristan engulfs Isolde 
like a huge wave. This is the same as the ecstasy where Eros and Thanatos unite. 
Life and death are the two sides of a coin. One recognizes death within life when 
experience is at its most intense.
??????????????????????? 3???
